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22 An investigation into the archaeological application
of carbon stable isotope analysis used to establish
crop water availability: solutions and ways forward

Helen R. Stokes, Gundula Müldner and Emma Jenkins

ABSTRACT

Carbon stable isotope analysis of charred cereal remains

is a relatively new method employed by archaeological

scientists to investigate ancient climate and irrigation

regimes. The aim of this study was to assess the effect of

environmental variables on carbon isotope

discrimination (D) in multiple environments to develop

the technique and its archaeological application, using

crops grown at three experimental stations in Jordan.

There are two key results: (1) as expected, there was a

strong positive relationship between water availability

and D; (2) site, not water input, was the most important

factor in determining D. Future work should concentrate
on establishing ways of correcting D for the influence of

site specific environmental variables and on assessing

how well carbon isotope discrimination values are

preserved within the archaeological record.

22 .1 INTRODUCTION

Carbon stable isotope analysis of archaeological cereals is a rela-

tively new approach for the investigation of ancient irrigation

systems (Araus and Buxo, 1993; Araus et al., 1997b; Ferrio

et al., 2005; Araus et al., 2007; Riehl et al., 2008). The approach

relies on the basic principle that plants under water stress discrim-

inate less against the ‘heavier’ carbon-13 (13C) isotope than plants

whose water requirements are fully met (Farquhar and Richards,

1984; Farquhar et al., 1989). As a consequence, the tissues of

water-stressed plants contain more 13C than those which have

received sufficient water through rainfall or irrigation. Although

this general principle regarding water availability and carbon

isotope discrimination (Δ) is fully established within modern

plant sciences, using carbon stable isotope analysis of plant tissues

to investigate archaeological questions has its own specific chal-

lenges. A central question concerns the extent to which environ-

mental variables other than water stress affect 13C discrimination

in plants and whether these effects can be sufficiently accounted

for in past environments. Addressing this issue was one of the key

aims of the Water, Life and Civilisation project’s experimental

crop growing programme in Jordan (Mithen et al., 2008). This

chapter reports on the first results of this investigation, by first

discussing how carbon stable isotope analysis of cereal remains is

currently used within archaeology and then presenting the out-

comes of a pilot study into the effect of water stress on carbon

stable isotope signatures under different environmental conditions

using wheat from three crop growing stations in Jordan.

22 .2 PRINCIPLES OF THE METHOD

Isotopes are atoms of the same element which have different

atomic masses. Carbon has three naturally occurring isotopes:

carbon-12 (12C), which makes up ~99% of carbon atoms,

carbon-13 (13C) and carbon-14 (14C). Unlike 14C (radiocarbon),
12C and 13C isotopes are stable and not subject to radioactive

decay. The ratio of 12C to 13C (expressed as 13C/12C or d13C) is
widely used within environmental sciences to understand natural

pathways and food webs within ecosystems (see Rundel et al.,

1987; Lajtha and Michener, 1994; Dawson and Siegwolf, 2007).

During photosynthesis, plants discriminate against the ‘heav-

ier’ 13C isotope in favour of the ‘lighter’ 12C isotope. In plants

using the C3 or Calvin–Benson photosynthetic pathway (most

land plants and major cultigens) this results in plant tissues

containing a far lower proportion of 13C compared with
12C isotopes than the atmosphere (Lajtha and Michener, 1994).

The size of the difference between atmospheric d13C and the

isotopic composition of plant tissues (carbon isotope discrimin-

ation or Δ) depends on a number of different factors.
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Farquhar and colleagues (Farquhar and Richards, 1984; Farquhar

et al., 1989; Ehleringer et al., 1993) were, however, the first to

establish a relationship between water status and carbon isotope

discrimination in plants. The basic principle they observed was that,

as a result of stomatal closure and associated changes in intercellular

partial pressure, water-stressed plants discriminate less against
13C than plants which have their water needs met (see Ehleringer,

1989; Farquhar et al., 1989; Ferrio et al., 2003). Put very simply, as

water stress increases, the difference (D) between the d13C of atmos-

pheric CO2 and plant tissue decreases. The value of D can therefore

act as a record of water availability during plant growth. Small D
values should reflect poor water availability and high D values

greater water availability. This relationship between water stress

and Δ is being used by archaeological scientists to track changes

in climate and instances of agricultural irrigation in prehistory.

22 .3 APPLICATIONS IN ARCHAEOLOGY

22.3.1 Carbon stable isotope analysis for reconstructing

climate change

Climate change has been identified as an important factor driving

social change in early societies during the Holocene (e.g. Dalfes

et al., 1997; Rosen, 2007). As carbon stable isotope data from C3

plants reflect moisture conditions, they can be expected to track

changes in climate over time. In the first applications of this

methodology to charred cereal remains from archaeological sites,

Araus and colleagues (Araus and Buxo, 1993; Araus et al.,

1997a) compared D values for wheat and barley kernels from

southeastern and northeastern Spain dating from the Neolithic to

the Iron Age (7,000–2,200 BP). They concluded that the south-

east had been consistently drier than the northeast and that,

although climate was generally wetter than today, there was a

trend towards more arid conditions throughout the periods stud-

ied (see also Araus et al., 2003). More recently, Riehl et al.

(2008, 2009) demonstrated that stable carbon isotopes in plants

record broad-spectrum environmental changes. The main focus

of Riehl et al. (2009) was to assess the reliability of pedogenic

carbonates from southeastern Turkey as palaeoenvironmental

indicators. To achieve this they compared the carbonate data

with three local palaeoenvironmental records including archaeo-

logical seed assemblages, D13C evidence from plant remains and

the predictions of macrophysical climatic models (MCM). Seven

early Bronze Age to Classical (5,400–2,000 cal BP) sites from

northern Mesopotamia and the northern Levant were considered

along with previously published data, giving a total sample size

of 200 barley grains. Riehl et al. (2009) found that there was a

good general correlation between D13C values and other palaeo-

climate indicators, particularly in the identification of a tempor-

ary increase in moisture levels during the mid-Holocene

followed by a decrease thereafter. However, the authors are

quick to point out that considerable further research is still

needed to improve the chronology of these proxy data in order

to produce a more accurate picture of climate change within the

northern Fertile Crescent.

22.3.2 Carbon stable isotope analysis for reconstructing

irrigation practices

Water management systems are at the centre of the debate

surrounding the emergence of complex societies in arid regions

of the world (e.g. Scarborough, 2003). Unfortunately, they are

often difficult to detect archaeologically (see Mithen et al.,

2008). A reliable method for establishing whether artificial crop

irrigation existed at an ancient settlement would therefore be

invaluable. Initial investigations, especially by Araus and his

group (Araus and Buxo, 1993; Araus et al., 1997a, 1997b,

1999) suggest that plant stable carbon isotope analysis has great

potential in this respect, as it should, theoretically, be possible to

infer from the carbon stable isotope composition of crops

whether they received more water than was ‘naturally’ available,

and therefore whether a system of artificial irrigation was in

place. In order for this approach to be viable, it is first essential

to distinguish between the effects on carbon isotope discrimin-

ation caused by irrigation and those of climate fluctuations.

Secondly, it is necessary to establish how much water was

available through natural means (precipitation) or rather, what

Δ values would be expected in crops that were grown at the same

site, i.e. under the same environmental and climatic conditions,

yet without any artificial irrigation. As a possible solution to

these issues, researchers have started contrasting carbon isotope

discrimination data for a number of different plant species from

the same archaeological site. The aim is to identify differences in

Δ between these crops which could then be explained in terms

of differences in irrigation and crop management techniques

(Araus et al., 1997b; Ferrio et al., 2005; Riehl et al., 2008). In

relation to this, Ferrio et al. (2005) proposed comparing isotope

data from major food crops with the remains of non-cultivated

plants such as trees or with cultigens which are relatively well

adapted to arid conditions and are therefore unlikely to have

received any irrigation (see also Ferrio et al., 2005, 2006).

Following this suggestion, Riehl et al. (2008) used Δ values for

barley as baseline data for non-irrigated crops. They combined

these data with the results of climate modelling to infer that

irrigation was practised at some of the investigated sites. While

the strategies employed to detect irrigation through carbon

stable isotope signals of plants are therefore relatively sophisti-

cated, all researchers concede that the trends observed in their

datasets may well be explained by differences in the growing

cycles or water use efficiency of individual species rather than
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by any water management strategies employed by humans (Fer-

rio et al., 2005; Riehl et al., 2008).

22.3.3 The importance of modern reference data

Modern reference data from plants grown under known climatic

and hydrological conditions are essential for the correct inter-

pretation of carbon stable isotope values obtained from archaeo-

logical specimens. Apart from establishing the importance of

environmental parameters other than water availability on the

carbon isotope discrimination of plants (see discussion below),

these modern analogues are used to provide typical Δ values for

rain-fed and irrigated plants in a given geographical region.

These can then be compared with archaeological samples from

the same area. The majority of work establishing modern refer-

ence data has been undertaken by Araus and colleagues (Araus

and Buxo, 1993; Araus et al., 1997b; Ferrio et al., 2005) and has

centred on the Mediterranean, especially Spain. They employed

the reference values from modern crops mainly in two ways: as

baseline data for relative statements about past climate condi-

tions (‘wetter/drier than today’) (Araus et al., 1997a; Ferrio et al.,

2003, 2005), or for establishing relationships between the Δ of

different types of crops grown under the same environmental

conditions. As we have seen above, such data are essential for

identifying irrigated crops by comparison with other, probably

non-irrigated, plant species from the same site (Araus et al.,

1997b, 1999; Ferrio et al., 2005). Araus and colleagues (Araus

et al., 1997b, 1999; Ferrio et al., 2003) also used modern D
values from crops grown under a variety of known watering

regimes to formulate non-linear regression equations for calcu-

lating total water input from Δ values.

22 .4 OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL

PARAMETERS AFFECTING Δ

The importance of water availability, and especially total water

input during grain filling, for Δ is not in doubt. It is a well-

established principle in modern plant science and emerged, for

example, as the most important environmental parameter when

Araus et al. (2003) tested samples of 25 genotypes of durum

wheat from 12 experimental fields in different regions of Spain.

Nevertheless, there are a number of other environmental factors

which contribute to the overall plant carbon isotope signature.

Modern studies of carbon isotope discrimination in crops are

primarily aimed at refining the use of D as a selection criterion

for crop improvement (e.g. Monneveux et al., 2006). They have

the benefit of large sample sizes and are, in consequence, affected

by sources of small-scale variation in Δ. In contrast, when study-

ing archaeological materials sample sizes are restricted by what is

available and therefore typically very small. At the same time,

palaeo-data describing environmental parameters such as rainfall,

temperature or moisture conditions are usually sporadic. In these

cases, it is pertinent to ask whether the effect on Δ of environ-

mental variables other than water availability is large enough to

influence the interpretation of carbon isotope datasets. The main

variables in question are discussed below.

22.4.1 Evapotranspiration and local growing conditions

While water input, whether from precipitation or artificial irriga-

tion, is usually the most important factor influencing Δ, concur-

rent water loss through evaporation (from the soil) and

transpiration (through the plant) is also a key variable for deter-

mining the water status of plants. It therefore also has a known

effect on Δ. The rate of transpiration is the result of complex

interplay between plant physiology and transpiration efficiency as

well as light intensity, air movement, temperature and humidity

(see Figure 22.1 and Allen et al., 1998; see also Farquhar et al.,

1989; Condon et al., 1992; Ferrio et al., 2003; Monneveux et al.,

2006). The presence of dense tree cover can have a particularly

strong effect on the isotopic composition of plant tissues, probably

as the combined result of reduced light levels and CO2 ‘recycling’

under the canopy (van der Merwe and Medina, 1991; Heaton,

1999; Ferrio et al., 2003).The difference between d13C values of a

plant in the canopy and one in the understorey can be as much as

3–4% (Heaton, 1999). The relative position of the plant within the

overall environment is therefore very important when interpreting

carbon stable isotope data obtained from plants.

The nature of soil is also crucial to understanding differences in

plantD values. Apart from evaporation, other properties such as soil

depth, water holding capacity, salinity, soil resistance and nitrogen

content can either limit the water available to crops or affect

photosynthesis rates in other ways (see Masle and Farquhar, 1988;

Farquhar et al., 1989; Condon et al., 1992; Shangguan et al., 2000;

Figure 22.1. Flowchart illustrating the different environmental

parameters determining the carbon stable isotope composition (d13C) of
C3 plants (for references, see text).
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Shaheen and Hood-Nowotny, 2005; Cabrera-Bosquet et al., 2007).

The variable nature of soil properties means that they can change

considerably within a relatively small area, affecting noticeable

intra- and interspecies differences in plant stable isotope compos-

ition within the same habitat (Tieszen, 1991; Heaton, 1999).

22.4.2 Variations in atmospheric d13C and CO2

concentrations through time

Throughout the Holocene there have been fluctuations in the

concentration and the 13C content of atmospheric CO2. Both

result in variations in the d13C of plant tissues even where other

environmental factors are constant (Heaton, 1999; Ferrio et al.,

2003). It is therefore necessary to correct for any changes in

atmospheric composition before samples from different time

periods can be compared. This is normally done through the

use of ice core data which provide information on the isotopic

composition and concentration of atmospheric CO2 for the

period in question. These data are then used as a basis to calcu-

late D for archaeological samples (see Ferrio et al., 2005; Araus

et al., 2007; Riehl et al., 2008).

22.4.3 Geographical variables

Two key geographical variables are altitude and latitude, which

affect plant Δ probably as a result of changes in atmospheric

partial pressure and variations in temperature (Korner et al.,

1991). Korner et al. (1988) studied the effect of altitude on

carbon isotope discrimination of C3 plants across major moun-

tainous regions and found that D was reduced in magnitude by 2–

3% per 1,000 m altitude on a community level and by 1.2%
within species. After surveying a number of studies, Heaton

(1999) reported an average decrease in D of between 0.5 to

1.5% for every 1,000 m of elevation. In a subsequent study,

Korner et al. (1991) also established that latitude influences D
values. Plants at higher-latitude sites (Arctic and sub-Arctic

lowland) typically exhibit lower D values and therefore discrim-

inate less against 13C than vegetation at tropical sites at similar

altitudes. These results demonstrate that care must be taken when

conducting inter-site comparisons or even pooling samples from

different locations, especially in regions with marked differences

in altitudes. For larger settlements which may have been sus-

tained from a sizeable hinterland, the question must also be asked

whether all crops were grown locally.

22 .5 DEVELOPING A MODERN REFERENCE

DATASET FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES

IN JORDAN

The above discussions highlight the importance of establishing

good regional reference values for any given area before con-

ducting carbon stable isotope analysis of charred plant remains.

They also raise the question of whether we really can sufficiently

control variation at a local level to allow meaningful comparison

between sites from different time-periods. Few modern crop

growing experiments are designed with archaeological samples

in mind, and, for want of better alternatives, modern samples are

often assembled from a number of sites which differ not only in

water availability but also in other environmental parameters

such as altitude (see, for example, Araus and Buxo, 1993; Araus

et al., 1997b, 1999).

The primary aim of this chapter is to explore the sensitivity of

carbon stable isotopes in cereal kernels to water stress in differ-

ent environments but where water input should be the only

considerable variable at a site level. A land race of durum wheat

(Triticum durum) was chosen for analysis as it is one of the

earliest known cultivates within the Near East. In undertaking

this study we are seeking to assess the validity of comparing

datasets from different sites, even from within a small geograph-

ical area, with the aim of establishing differences in water man-

agement strategies. At the same time, modern reference values

for carbon isotope discrimination of wheat grown in this region

will also be established. These are essential before further iso-

tope studies can explore the antiquity of active water manage-

ment in crop production in one of the key areas for early

agriculture.

22.5.1 Experimental crop growing sites

The Water, Life and Civilisation project’s crop growing

experiments in Jordan are described in detail by Jenkins

et al. (this volume, Chapters 21 and 23) and Mithen et al.

(2008). In brief, native land races of durum wheat were grown

over three consecutive years (2005–2008) at three crop grow-

ing stations on the Jordanian plateau (Khirbet as Samra and

Ramtha) and in the Jordan Valley (Deir ‘Alla) (Figure 22.2).

At each site the cultivation area was divided into five 5 m �
5 m irrigation plots, varying from 0% irrigation (rainwater

only) to 40% (second and third year only), 80%, 100% and

120% of the plants’ optimum water requirements. These were

estimated on a weekly basis using readings from Class

A Evaporation Pans. The environmental conditions at each

site were monitored closely, including minimum and max-

imum daily temperature, rainfall, evaporation and relative

humidity.

22.5.2 Sampling strategy

In order to explore the relationship between D values, water

availability and the environment, wheat kernels from each of

the five irrigation regimes and all three years of cultivation were
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sampled at each of the three sites. This strategy was also meant to

make it possible to assess the quantitative effect of varying water

input on plant D values.

22.5.3 Processing and methods.

Each sample consisted of 10 wheat kernels from one water

regime and year of cultivation. All grains were washed in deion-

ised water, frozen for at least 24 hours, freeze-dried for 48 hours

and then homogenised using a pestle and mortar. After exploring

measurement reproducibility with multiple replicates of the same

sample, it was found that analysing samples in duplicates pro-

vided sufficient precision. All analyses were conducted by

continuous-flow isotope ratio mass spectrometry (analytical error

�0.1% (1s)). Values for d13C (relative to VPDB) were converted

into positive D values using the formula:

� ¼ �air � �plant
1þ �plant � 1000

22.5.4 Statistical analysis

In order to establish the relationships between the major

variables (water regime and site) and D values statistically,

regression analysis was conducted using the GenStat1 software

package. The statistical analysis was conducted on d13C values

before they were converted into D values.

22 .6 RESULTS

The results are displayed in Figure 22.3 and Table 22.1. For the

purpose of this chapter, we have averaged data from different

years of cultivation. As expected, there were strong positive

relationships between D and water availability at each of the

three sites (Figure 22.3). More unusually, however, the curves

follow different trajectories. While the one for Deir ‘Alla levels

out at 40% water availability, Δ values at Ramtha and Khirbet as

Samra are still increasing at 120%. Importantly, there also

appears to be an offset in Δ between the sites which is relatively

consistent through the different watering regimes. Although

there is some variation, the average difference between sites is

about 2.1%, with Deir ‘Alla exhibiting the highest values (over-

all mean 18.9�1.7%, 1s), followed by Ramtha (16.8�1.6%)

and finally Khirbet as Samra, where Δ are smallest

(14.7�1.0%).

We applied a General Linear Model using the GenStat1

program in order to test the importance of the two major vari-

ables, site and irrigation regime, for D. The analysis confirmed

the visual impression from Figure 22.3 that the relationships ofΔ
with both of these variables were statistically significant (accu-

mulated ANOVA, p < 0.001 in both cases).

Deir ‘Alla

100 km

Figure 22.2. Location of crop growing stations in Jordan used in the

WLC experiments (map reproduced from Fig. 1 of Mithen et al.

2008). Khirbet as Samra N 32� 080, E 36� 090, 564 m asl, Ramtha

N 32� 330, E 32� 360, 510 m asl and Deir ‘Alla N 32� 130, E 35� 370,
234 m bsl. Altitudes were obtained from the Google Earth database

and were checked against OS maps (Ordnance Survey 1949a and

b and 1950).

D

‘

Figure 22.3. Graph showing mean D (%) values for each irrigation

regime at the three sites with trendlines fitted by polynomial regression.
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22 .7 DISCUSSION

22.7.1 Water availability and Δ

Wheat kernels from all three sites show the expected positive

relationship with water availability, with an increase in Δ of ~3%
(Ramtha, Khirbet as Samra) to 4% (Deir ‘Alla) from the lowest to

the highest value. The trends exhibited are not uniform. The curve

for Deir ‘Alla levels out at 40% of the calculated crop water

requirement, indicating that water is no longer the limiting factor

to photosynthesis. Conversely, Δ values at Ramtha and Khirbet as

Samra are still increasing at 120%, suggesting that the plants’ water

requirements have not yet been fully met.

The easiest explanation for these different trends is that esti-

mates of optimal water requirements were not fully accurate,

possibly because these were calculated on a weekly basis but

not taking into account precipitation and humidity patterns of

previous weeks and months which might still have affected water

availability during grain filling. Deir ‘Alla is situated in the

Jordan Valley and, from Figure 22.3 which shows Δ values

levelling out at 40% water input, more water was available here

than either at Khirbet as Samra or Ramtha. Detailed analysis of

all environmental parameters is still ongoing. However, for now

it is suggested that the differences between sites can be explained

by differences in soil water holding capacity, surface runoff or

local climate which could have produced much wetter conditions

at Deir ‘Alla. It is possible that similar local parameters explain

the continuing water stress evident at Ramtha and especially

Khirbet as Samra, the most arid of the three sites. It is worth

mentioning here that preliminary results suggest significant inter-

annual variation in crop response to irrigation regime at Ramtha,

and that continuing water stress may have affected the plants

only in the second year of cultivation, but skewed the overall

mean values (as expressed in the high standard deviation in

comparison with other sites, see Table 22.1). However, further

analyses are necessary to verify this.

22.7.2 Site-specific variables

As Figure 22.3 illustrates, although the relationship of Δ with

water availability is highly significant, location also has a very

considerable effect on the magnitude of carbon isotope discrim-

ination. Only some of these differences can be easily explained

by the relatively large differences in altitude between Deir ‘Alla

(234 m below sea level), Ramtha (523 m asl) and Khirbet as

Samra (564 m asl). As stated earlier, a difference in altitude has

been found to decrease Δ by 0.5–1.5% with each 1,000 m of

elevation (Heaton, 1999). Even the difference of almost 800 m

between Deir ‘Alla and Khirbet as Samra could therefore only

account for about a quarter of the ~4% offset observed between

average Δ values from the two sites. It does not explain the ~2%
difference in mean Δ values between Khirbet as Samra and

Ramtha which are almost at the same altitude. Other site-specific

factors which are not as easily controlled in prehistoric samples

therefore need to be considered.

In order to guard the crops from bird attack it was necessary to

cover the fields at Deir ‘Alla and Ramtha with protective netting

for part of the year. This may have resulted in increased humidity

and may also have introduced a ‘canopy effect’ (see above), both

possibly leading to higher calculated Δ values for the analysed

plants, although the magnitude of this effect is difficult to quan-

tify with the environmental data obtained. Other likely causes of

variation are differences in rainfall patterns, soil properties or

transpiration rates. Which, if any, of these factors was the most

important will have to be determined by detailed analysis of the

environmental data collected.

22 .8 CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here highlight the importance of site-specific

factors for the carbon stable isotope composition of cereal

kernels. This observation is neither surprising nor new, given the

Table 22.1 Table showing mean Δ values in %.

Irrigation regime Deir ‘Alla (234 m bsl) Ramtha (523 m asl) Khirbet as Samra (564 m asl)

Δ (mean) 1s n (years) Δ (mean) 1s n (years) Δ (mean) 1s n (years)

0% 15.9 0.5 3 15.4 1.2 3 12.9 – 1

40% 19.9 0.5 2 15.9 0.9 2 14.2 0.6 2

80% 19.7 0.3 3 16.9 2.1 3 14.3 0.3 3

100% 19.6 0.2 3 17.4 0.9 3 14.6 0.2 3

120% 19.8 0.4 3 18.4 0.7 3 16.1 0.1 3

Overall mean 18.9 1.7 14 16.8 1.6 14 14.7 1.0 12

Values shown are average of up to three years of cultivation and overall average of all available samples, and standard deviation (1s) for each
site across all irrigation regimes. Some years did not produce sufficient cereal crop for analysis because of the dry conditions and attack by

birds (see Mithen et al., 2008).
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multitude of parameters that impact on carbon isotope discrimin-

ation in plants. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasise that the

variation observed in our study, between plants grown at differ-

ent sites but with nominally the same water availability and in a

relatively small geographical area, is as great as, and sometimes

significantly larger than, differences which have been considered

meaningful in inter-site comparisons of archaeological plant data

(see Araus et al., 1997b; Ferrio et al., 2005; Riehl et al., 2008).

While some of the causes for variation, such as differences in

altitude, can be relatively easily accounted for, even for prehis-

toric sites (although it is not always made explicit in publications

whether their effects are actually corrected for), others, such as

soil conditions and rainfall patterns, are much more elusive for

the past. Even carefully modelled values can only ever be

approximations (see, for example, Riehl et al., 2008), and care

should therefore be taken to avoid over-interpreting relatively

small differences in calculated Δ values, even where sites are

from the same geographical area.

Stable isotope analysis of plant remains has the makings of a

powerful tool for the investigation of past crop husbandry prac-

tices. However, future research must centre on exploring new

ways of establishing site-specific baselines, of assessing the

magnitude of normal background variation (‘noise’), and of

investigating in greater detail than before if and when the

isotopic composition of plant tissues is changed through tapho-

nomic processes and burial in the ground. Only if these issues are

resolved can the potential of the method be fully realised. The

ongoing larger project, of which this pilot study has been only

the first step, aims to make a significant contribution to address-

ing these open questions. Further work will systematically seek

to assess and characterise the nature of the relationship between

carbon stable isotope values and environmental parameters, not

only in wheat but also in barley and sorghum. In addition to

carbon stable isotopes, nitrogen isotopes and their response to

different environments will also be analysed and complemented

by the outcomes of charring and burial experiments which will

address the issue of alteration of the stable isotope signal through

taphonomic processes. Combined, these results will enable us to

interpret data from archaeological plant remains with greater

confidence and to maximise the information that can be gleaned

from them, in order to significantly improve our understanding of

water management strategies in the past.
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